Meeting with Russ  9/15/05

Today we met with Russ to go over our drawings to see when we can start machining and if any of our drawings are going to pose a problem.

To our relief or dismay whatever way we want to look at it. Russ pointed out that our ability to make drawings for a molder would pretty much be impossible. It in itself would be a senior design project.

On a good note he did tell just that most of our drawings could be done on the CNC mill. The key things we will have to realize is that we will not get perpendicular corners inside any of our parts, that cannot be done in our shop. They will be rounded corners because of the mill bits we have. Another machining dilemma that we cannot get on our parts is nice curved edges all the way to the solid surfaces. This will not be a big deal because our parts are mainly for testing and not for aesthetics.